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Section 2. Finding and Evaluating DataSklar

Three-Step Data Searching
Annelise Sklar, Assistant Director, Scholarship Tools and Methods Program, University of California San Diego Library, asklar@ucsd.edu

NUTRITION INFORMATION
This lesson is designed for upper division un-
dergraduate students or early stage graduate 
students who are required to find and ana-
lyze social sciences data for original research, 
such as for an honors or capstone project. It 
is meant to follow and build on a literature 
searching instruction session. The purpose 
of this lesson is to introduce students to the 
concepts they need to find reusable data. Af-
ter a brief introductory lecture, the students 
will conduct a “reference interview” with 
themselves to identify avenues for finding 
research data.

TARGET AUDIENCE AND NUMBER 

SERVED
This lesson is most interactive in discussion-
sized courses, but it can be scaled up to a 
lecture.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of the session, students will be 
able to
• explain how data are collected and cre-

ated by different types of researchers or 
organizations and described in different 
types of publications

• identify and use search tools to find data 
based on discipline, format, or creator’s 
affiliated organization type

COOKING TIME
This lesson is meant to follow and build on 
a library instruction session on literature 
searching. Walking through the points on 
this worksheet with students requires about 
15–30 minutes. More time can be added for 
students to apply the questions to their own 
research topics, for a librarian to demonstrate 
databases, or for students to explore recom-
mended databases. For the whole session, 
45 minutes to an hour is generally recom-
mended.

DIETARY GUIDELINES
This lesson touches on the following frames 
from ACRL’s Framework for Information Lit-
eracy for Higher Education:
• Information Creation as a Process: Stu-

dents will be prompted to think about 
why data are collected and by whom.

• Information Has Value: The instructor will 
introduce the concepts of open data 
versus licensed data and explain that 
students simply may not have access to 
some data due to restricted use agree-
ments and cost-prohibitive products.

• Research as Inquiry: The instructor will 
reiterate the importance of the litera-
ture review and building on existing 
disciplinary knowledge. Students will be 
reminded to review publications’ meth-
odology and data sections for references 
to data that have been used in previous 

studies as well as known limitations of 
available data.

• Searching as Strategic Exploration: Stu-
dents will understand that data can be 
described and published in a variety of 
sources and that they will likely have to 
search multiple resources using a variety 
of search terms and strategies.

INGREDIENTS
• Handout/worksheet with definitions 

of key vocabulary relating to data and 
questions for students to consider (see 
appendix)

• Examples of library-licensed or open 
data sets that match student topics; for 
example, ICPSR, the Dataverse Project, 
DataPlanet, Social Explorer, Data.census.
gov, ProQuest Statistical Insight, and so 
on.

• Presentation slides or other visual aid 
with concepts from handout (optional)

• Computers with internet connections for 
students to practice searching individu-
ally or in small groups (optional)

PREPARATION
This recipe works best when supplemented 
with a few targeted examples that demon-
strate different types of data and sources. For 
example, political science students who are 
comparing countries might be introduced to 
panel data from international organizations 
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such as the World Bank or OECD, the Corre-
lates of War data set, or the Europa World Plus 
database. Urban studies students research-
ing their local community might be taught 
about census data, local government data, or 
databases such as Social Explorer and Sim-
plyAnalytics. Ideally, the librarian will request 
and receive students’ topics ahead of time in 
order to choose sources that match individual 
students’ research questions.

The librarian should customize the handout 
and slides to promote available data sources 
that match course topics.

INSTRUCTIONS
Pass out the handout to students at the 
beginning of class so that they may follow 
along.

Begin by sharing brief definitions of the word 
data; descriptions of different types and 
formats; a differentiation between microdata, 
aggregate data, and statistics; and explana-
tions of the terms data set and repository.

Following the handout and lecture:
1. Prompt students to think about the kinds 

of data that would be useful to their 
projects and to jot down ideas about who 
might have collected or created these 
data (e.g., government agencies, nonprofit 
organizations, private business or indus-
try, or academics). This part is often tricky 
for novice researchers, so instructors may 
want to phrase the question in such a way 
that the students consider each potential 
creator one by one.

 » For example, the instructor may ask, 
“Based on what you know, do you 
think the government would have 
collected these data?” Depending on 
the nature of the data, the instructor 
may follow up by suggesting stu-
dents think about government forms 
they’ve filled out and whether their 
question was asked, such as whether 
their voter registration card asked 
about ethnicity.

 » After a pause, the instructor may 
follow with, “Is there a nonprofit [or 
nongovernmental] organization that 
might be tracking these data? This 
might be particularly likely for data 
that are too controversial for a gov-
ernment to collect—or be trusted to 
collect impartially.”

 » Then, “Is this information a business 
might want to collect, or an indus-
try group on behalf of businesses, 
maybe for marketing or monitoring 
the competition? Or are these data 
someone might collect and sell, like a 
professional public opinion poll?”

 » And finally, “Is this something aca-
demic researchers might collect, may-
be in a survey or experiment?”

2. Explain that different kinds of researchers 
publish their results in different types of 
publications (scholarly articles, reports, 
etc.) and recommend students pay atten-
tion to how data are described or cited in 
these publications. Searching literature is 
one way of finding data. If students have 
already found relevant articles, prompt 
them to look at the methodology section 
to see what they can learn about the data. 

Connecting to the first question, point 
out that academics typically publish in 
scholarly articles and books, but experts 
who work for the government, think 
tanks, nonprofits or nongovernmental 
organizations, and intergovernmental or-
ganizations often communicate through 
reports and websites published by their 
organizations (this is called gray literature). 
Likewise, industry and commercial re-
search may be distributed through trade 
publications. No matter the publication 
type, students should find out where the 
data originated. They should try to deter-
mine whether the authors created their 
own data via original research, or whether 
they are using data from another source 
and there is a data citation, or whether 
the article merely gives the names of the 
individuals or organizations that collected 
the data.

3. Finally, explain that, depending on their 
discipline or even their institutional 
culture, creators of data have different 
distribution norms. Data may be available 
in institutional repositories, in licensed 
databases, or on an organization’s or 
researcher’s web page. There also may 
be accessibility differences. The data may 
be available only upon request, only for a 
fee (possibly with a restrictive license), or 
sometimes not at all, depending on pri-
vacy issues, proprietary information, or a 
researcher’s individual inclination or grant 
specifications.

If time permits and students have developed 
their topics, the librarian may demonstrate 
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select databases and search tools and give 
time for students to explore these databases 
and tools on their own.

REVIEWS/ASSESSMENT STRATEGY
The handout/worksheet associated with this 
lesson is intentionally not designed for library 
assessment purposes. It is instead intended 
to guide students to apply the concepts to 
their own research topic during class time 
(to “workshop” their topic) and then serve as 
reference notes as they pursue further inquiry 
on their own.

Ideally, students should have time and 
equipment during the workshop to search 
for data sets using recommended strate-
gies and tools, with the librarian available 
for individual follow-up questions. Librarians 
can evaluate the effectiveness of their teach-
ing based on these follow-up questions. As 
students learn to identify and access data in 
order to analyze them for a project such as 
an honors thesis or capstone paper, the true 
measure of their learning is their own suc-
cessful completion of their work. No matter 
how successful this instruction session is, it is 
likely that students will individually consult 
with librarians and faculty throughout the life 
of their research project.

Appendix A. Library Help for Data Research

Research Guide: link to research guide
Librarian: name and email

DATA—DEFINED

da·ta noun plural but singular or plural in construction, often attributive \ dā-t , da- also dä-\
1. factual information (as measurements or statistics) used as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or 

calculation
2. information output by a sensing device or organ that includes both useful and irrelevant or 

redundant information and must be processed to be meaningful
3. information in numerical form that can be digitally transmitted or processed 

(From Merriam-Webster, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/data)

TYPES OF DATA

• Observational: Captured in real-time, typically outside the lab 
Examples: Sensor readings, survey results, images, audio, video

• Experimental: Typically generated in the lab or under controlled conditions 
Examples: test results

• Simulation: Machine generated from test models 
Examples: climate models, economic models

• Derived / Compiled: Generated from existing datasets 
Examples: text and data mining, compiled database, 3D models

COMMON FORMATS

• Text: field or laboratory notes, survey responses
• Numeric: tables, counts, measurements
• Audiovisual: images, sound recordings, video
• Models, computer code, geospatial data

• Discipline-specific: FITS in astronomy, CIF in chemistry
• Instrument-specific: equipment outputs

KEY TERMS

• Microdata: Data directly observed or collected from a specific unit of observation
 – Examples

 Census: the unit of observation is probably an individual, a household, or a family
 Survey or poll: the responses of a single respondent

• Aggregate Data: Is higher-level data that have been compiled from smaller units of data
 – Examples: inflation rate, consumer price index, demographic data for city or state
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• Statistics: Numerical data that has been organized and interpreted, 
usually displayed in tables

• Datasets: A dataset or study is made up of the raw data file and any 
related files, usually the codebook and setup files. 

 – Most datasets require at least basic statistical analysis (Stata, 
SPSS, R, etc.) or spreadsheet programs (Excel) to use.

• Repositories: A data repository is a collection of datasets that have 
been deposited for storage and findability.

 – They are often discipline specific and/or affiliated with a re-
search institution

 – Examples
 ICPSR
 Harvard Dataverse Network
 UC San Diego Digital Collections

Step by Step Plan for Finding Datasets and Statistics

1. Think about who might collect the data.

• Could it have been collected by a government agency? 
• A nonprofit/nongovernmental organization?
• A private business or industry group?
• Academic researchers?

Who?  _______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

2. Look for publications that use the kind of data you’re looking for and 

cite the dataset 

• e.g. scholarly articles or government reports.
• Quick tip: use your article search strategies for Google Scholar and 

add the word “dataset”

Sample search:  _______________________________________________

3. Once you know that what you want exists, it’s time to hunt it down.

• Is it freely available on the web? 
 – Google Dataset Search: https://toolbox.google.com/dataset-

search
 – IQSS (Harvard) Dataverse
 – Quality of Government Institute (free)
 – MacroData guide
 – data.census.gov
 – UNdata
 – World Bank World Development Indicators 
 – Tip: Check regular Google—you never know! 

• Or part of a package to which the library already subscribes?

• ICPSR (requires reg w/ 
UCSD email)

• UC San Diego Dataverse
• Cross-National Time Series

• CQ Voting & Elections Col-
lection

• Roper iPoll
• Proquest Statistical Insight
• Data-Planet
• OECD iLibrary

• Can it be requested directly from the researcher? There’s a reason 
articles usually include author contact information…




